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1. Executive Overview
For most organizations, information contained in documents forms the true worth of their intellectual
property (IP). Moreover, for many organizations in the legal, creative, contract management, and
engineering spaces, documents represent their actual business assets. Beyond these obvious
concerns, the need for collaboration and document management is set against an emerging backdrop
of “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) and an increasing number of uncontrolled user devices with
users who want to share and synchronize across devices, as well as organizations that generally
need to manage documents better. The situation is leading to the unauthorized use of consumergrade, cloud-based storage – among other risks, presenting organizations with huge security issues.
This white paper explores the cause of security issues as they relate to document collaboration and
how documents are shared, worked on, and stored. It also identifies a set of required capabilities for
securing the workflows and storage locations around collaboration in the modern workplace. These
are the requirements IT should satisfy as part of implementing a collaborative ecosystem, and this
white paper ends with a practical guide to what you should be looking for – including policy guidelines
– to unify your users’ wants and your organization’s needs.

2. File Sharing and Sync, Collaboration, and Security
Organizations invest heavily to ensure that content, assets, cases, designs – indeed all documents
that contain the organization’s intellectual property – are safe and controlled. The classic approach,
especially in regulated industries, has been to formalize document storage inside managed,
Enterprise Content Management systems (ECMs). Care is taken to ensure that they are stored in
secure data centers and are assumed to be sent around the organization over secure networks by
authenticated users. A less formal method has been to store documents and files on shared network
drives. IT and business leaders have been motivated to replace shared network drives with intranet
content management and document management alternatives. But these have been plagued
with usability issues, lack of adoption, and failure to deliver a widely used basis for a collaborative
ecosystem.
In fact, the way people expect to collaborate today is driven by the consumerization of IT, which is
challenging the IT departments’ responsibility for corporate policy. Users are finding their own ways to
accomplish their work, and their “solutions” are putting their organizations’ intellectual property at risk.
As soon as a document is checked out of an ECM or intranet document management system and
saved to a local hard drive, IT loses insight into to whom it has been sent or with whom it has been
shared. The result is that IT is no longer in control of where or how securely content is stored.
If IT is to prevent users from bypassing IT-provided systems and moving to consumer-based file
sharing systems, they need to implement the file sharing and sync systems that most effectively
support their users’ work styles. According to a recent report i, “By 2015, 70% of enterprises will
include a cloud file-sharing and sync capability when they are implementing or upgrading enterprise
content management applications,” and further, ii “By 2015, 20% of current ECM use cases will be
fulfilled by cloud file sync and share services rather than traditional tools.”
IT professionals must take an active role in providing a sharing and collaboration solution users
want, otherwise employees will simply find ways to work outside approved channels. In a model
that supports the business goals of collaboration – matching how collaborators inside and outside
the organization want to work, IT is tasked with solving how the business can practically apply the
organization’s security needs across the collaborative ecosystem.
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With supporting research called out in context, this white paper begins by exploring the general
drivers and security issues related to collaboration and presents broad recommendations for enabling
secure sharing, delivery, and storage of data. To help support a strategy that addresses these issues
and enables security, this white paper goes on to present best practices to effectively specify and
satisfy the required capabilities that match the collaboration wants/needs of the user to the security
needs of the organization.

How sharing and collaboration leads to risk
Information is valuable only if it is available to the person responsible for managing it and if it can
be shared and worked on with and by the right people. These reviewers and collaborators will be
staff, partners, management, boards of directors, and others who are invested in the success of
your business – sometimes even clients. Collaboration is central to business activity, and most
organizations have invested in developing collaborative ecosystems. However, many of these
ecosystems have become inflexible and outdated, unable to accommodate the newer and often better
cloud-based tools that are widely available today and already familiar to collaborators.
In these days of increased mobility, workers using existing infrastructures tend to have issues
accessing their data when and where they want it, and working on and progressing documents to
completion is a big drag on efficiency. The following scenario is the simplest example of how the
problem manifests itself. When email attachments hit mailbox size limits, a staff member chooses to
use an unsecured, free, file-sharing app to send a copy to a tablet or to share the file with another,
but possibly unauthorized, collaborator. This is a business process that is not approved by most
organizations’ risk/compliance functions and often unknown to IT. It becomes particularly worrying
when the business transactions are of critical or sensitive nature as they take place beyond the
organization’s control – with no way to audit, protect, or even see the collaboration if it leaves the
confines of the internal user community. In fact, a recent report shows that 92% of data breaches
stem from external agents.iii
This example highlights how serious security issues arise from fairly innocent situations.
Collaborators’ file sharing and sync requirements have outgrown and circumvented email policy,
meaning users have created their own consumerized IT solutions. This leads to communication
outside a policy that is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 25102521 as being legally privileged.iv The privacy policy (albeit soft) embedded in the “intended recipient”
disclaimer in the organization’s email signature is circumvented too. IT’s recording of recipients’
receipts, essential for the next year’s compliance audit, is gone. Even the SSL encryption that
mitigates against malicious hacks has gone.
And of course, the asset itself ends up being at risk, held probably insecurely on an unprotected
device or somewhere in the cloud.
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How BYOD and mobile working are changing collaboration
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) is the hardware phenomenon that is bringing the consumerization of
IT into the heart of the workplace.
Recent research shows how BYOD has solidified its standing as the workplace norm, with 80% of
respondents using their own devices for work. Employees in professional services (92%), financial
services (86%), and healthcare (84%) sectors report the highest BYOD use. All companies, ranging
from 200 to 2,000+ employees, reported BYOD use at over 50%. 1
One of the driving forces behind BYOD is the need for mobile working. The report also shows that
mobile working is becoming an inevitable requirement for most businesses today, with 77% of
knowledge workers requiring access to work documents outside of the office – either at home or while
traveling. This highlights the importance of communication and collaboration channels to facilitate
mobile working and productivity. Among those who work in legal job functions, almost 100% report
requiring access to documents from outside of the office, followed by 97% in marketing; 92% in
finance; and 80% in sales job functions.
Behind these figures, we also need to acknowledge the number of devices each member of a staff
is bringing into the workplace. Typically, users will have their own smartphone, perhaps a tablet, and
possibly a laptop.
The increased use of smartphones and tablets represents a major shift in the way people collaborate.
They want and expect to be able to move seamlessly between their PC, Mac, tablet, or other mobile
devices. Again, we see the emergence of a perfect security storm here, with multiple copies of
sensitive or private data stored on multiple different devices with no standard authentication to make
good the audit trail and strongly enhance the varying degrees of security built into the various devices.
Combined, BYOD and mobility throw up a lot of issues for the collaborator too – multiple copies of
files on multiple devices and/or no version control or tracking on documents sent or shared through
free utilities. They want synchronization between their devices wherever they go and tracking of the
collaboration workflow among their collaborators. If we are looking to not only accommodate cloud
collaboration but actually enable and enhance it, IT needs to extend the policies of the document
management systems and ECM systems beyond the firewall, into the cloud, across multiple devices.

Why collaborators look to the cloud
In the software space, low-cost or free file-sharing apps designed for tablets and smartphones
have been among the most aggressive drivers of the consumerization of IT. These apps and their
associated cloud services are familiar to the user, and it is an easy leap between the free version
used to share photos and the “freemium” version that can be charged to expenses on a credit card
to share files with colleagues or partners. As Forrester crystalizes, “These empowered employees
won’t tolerate the barriers to collaborating with external parties that internally deployed unified
communications systems (UC) often impose.” v
In the user’s view, the paid-for cloud storage seems secure when there are options to password
protect access and time limit the file. However, because these sharing and cloud storage services
operate outside of IT, their security measures cannot possibly be assumed to fit those policies
required by compliance and risk management.

1

Research conducted between April 16th and April 30th, 2012. The survey was conducted as part of an on-going primary
research program commissioned by Workshare and augmented by the polling of Association of Information and Image
Management (AIIM) members.
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Of course, apps like these would not be so deeply embedded in the daily working lives of today’s
users if they did not fit the needs and wants of the collaborator better than the corporate tools. File
transfer protocol (FTP) or attachments limited to 5 megabytes do not match the appeal of intuitive,
unlimited file sharing straight from your tablet that are also free.

The wants of the collaborators, influenced by consumer-grade sharing apps and social networking principles,
often seem at odds with the very real security requirements of their organizations.
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What’s stopping enterprises from looking to the cloud?
Despite the clear need for file sharing and sync and cloud collaboration, IT leaders don’t completely
trust online services.vi It is an interesting and ironic situation. Official IT adoption of commercial
cloud infrastructure technologies is slow because of concerns about security, privacy, service level
agreements (SLAs), and compliance. And while these concerns are being played out with cloud
providers, users are driving the cloud agenda by extending their own personal, consumer-grade file
sharing alternatives for collaboration at work.

When asked who favored or opposed a move to cloud in their organization, business users and external/
external consultants were very much in favor (advocates) while IT staff and information management leaned to
the side of opponent vii

While securing sensitive data being sent and stored in a parallel infrastructure must take a high
priority for IT, attempting to use rules or technology to block these services could hinder the success
of the business or, more likely, drive the consumer-grade, file-sharing agenda deeper underground.
And remember, even web filtering or data loss prevention (DLP) technologies are trumped here since
the mobile apps will be going over different public network protocols. Even data marked as sensitive
or proprietary will slip by.
Instead, the organization should be expected to provide an equally simple, equally attractive
alternative in the organization’s enterprise cloud.
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The slow progress of official, cloud file sharing and sync is driving an accelerated adoption of cloud by
non-IT people who settle for less security and privacy guarantees, unclear SLAs, and compliance that
is unlikely to come close to enterprise requirements. Users are selecting their own online workspace
where documents and files can be accessed and worked on internally or externally, valuing ease and
speed over security. In times of shrinking timescales and increasing demands on productivity, userselected alternatives are seen as more fit for purpose than IT-provided networks, extranets, and VPNs.
IT must get ahead of their users by setting the cloud file sharing and sync agenda. Taking the place of
non-IT staff and consumer-grade derived apps in the collaboration infrastructure driver’s seat means
embracing the concept of cloud to deliver what your users want while developing the IT-driven cloud
initiative to match the security requirements your organization needs.

3. Required Capabilities
We have explored how the way people want to collaborate online can seem at odds with the security
needs of the enterprise. We have explored how the BYOD and mobility phenomena conspire to open
up new security headaches while deepening the appeal of cloud storage and online collaboration.
The requirements we are looking for naturally fall into two categories, one to give the collaborators
what they want and another to give the organization the security it needs. A third set covers an IT
policy framework that unites the wants of the collaborators with the security needs of the organization.
The following sections spell out the set of required collaboration and security capabilities and the
policy framework you need to consider to implement a successful IT-provided solution.
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THE PREREQUISITE FOR POLICY
As we’ve seen, today’s business is made up of two opposing forces: closed policies favored by IT
and governance are at odds with the open connectivity users want. Essentially, it’s about what the
workforce wants versus what the business needs.
The workforce wants:
• To be mobile:
To enable productive work away from the office, whether that’s from their phones, tablets, or
personal computers. As we’ve seen, this leads to employees self-provisioning consumer-grade
file sharing and sync apps on their devices.
• A fast and efficient way to share:
Employees want to share ideas as efficiently as possible. They need to be able to upload,
download, and share content quickly. They need to be able to communicate in a clear way,
which means that conversations should be tied to content..
• Easy to use and desirable:
Employees want to be able to do their work on an application that’s simple to use with
unobtrusive policy enforcement. They don’t want to spend time jumping through hoops – they
just want to get started. They use free, consumer-driven tools at home and expect to have the
same feel for the tools they use at work.
The business needs:
• Integration with existing systems:
The Application should be designed to enhance the legacy applications that are already being
used, including email, shared file systems, applications like Adobe and Microsoft Office that are
used to create files, and ECM/DMS systems like SharePoint and OpenText.
• Fully audited:
Administrators need to generate detailed audit trails for all collaborative interactions, including
file-sharing activities, version changes, and commenting so that the evolution of a file can be
traced.
• Secure:
Provide the depth and breadth of security across mobile, web, and desktop by forcing data
security policy and ensuring corporate intellectual property is protected outside of the firewall.
While there is no single, silver bullet, organizations should look to an Enterprise File Sharing and
Synchronization framework that offers policy control over digital assets.
At its most basic, the framework must offer the Administrators the ability to apply a policy on what is
shared with whom. Pay special attention to how files and assets actually enter the file sharing and
sync domain – wrap policy enforcement with tight integration between the email methods users
typically start from. For example, Workshare’s managed file transfer functionality pushes documents
that would ordinarily be email attachments to a secure environment and sends the recipient a secure
URL to those documents. It works directly from Outlook with controls that require email attachments
of a pre-defined size or type ― or even with specific content ― to be sent as a link.
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Collaboration requirements
To share ideas as efficiently as possible, collaborators need to be able to upload, download, and
share content quickly, and initiate or take part in new collaborations with people inside and outside
the traditional corporate IT environment. They need to be able to communicate in a clear way, which
means that conversations should be tied to content and always up to date with the latest comments
and changes made by fellow collaborators.
• A collaboration ecosystem that is complete:
Simple file sharing is not enough – if IT is to satisfy the wants of the user, it needs to look for a
solution that is designed specifically for collaboration. This means accurate and feature-rich with
tools that support highly efficient and effective review and fast progression. From IT’s perspective,
this should be integrated as deeply as the DMS/ECM systems – providing collaboration that is not
trying to re-invent the DMS wheel.
• BYOD and mobility:
The workforce wants to be able to work away from the office, whether that is from their phones,
tablets, or personal computers, so they are looking to IT to support mobility and BYOD. Additionally,
the apps they use on their own devices are consumer-driven tools that work in the same way as
the social networking they use at home, giving them the “cool factor.” Users will expect to have
the same feel for the tools they use at work, so look to support social business concepts beyond
traditional file sharing and transfer.
• Simplicity:
Finally, look for simplicity and “frictionless” interaction with the system on behalf of your users.
Remember, to make sanctioned cloud collaboration a success and avoid collaborators looking
outside of IT-provided systems, users will expect to be able to concentrate on doing their work with
a storage and collaboration application that is simple or even transparent to use with unobtrusive
policy enforcement.

Security requirements
First and foremost, security in the context of collaboration has to encompass avoiding data
breaches. The organization has to be certain that digital content and files are shared only with
the intended recipient and controlled by the corporate policy, secured in flight and secured at rest.
Whether data loss or data leakage is intentional or accidental, it can have serious implications for the
organization, especially in highly regulated industries, ranging from expensive lawsuits through heavy
fines to embarrassing headlines.
Second, any collaborative ecosystem has to support a security framework for sharing that
understands content.Crude file-level or communications-channel-specific solutions won’t
necessarily be able to block, clean, or decide on a better way of sending a document depending on its
content. For example, metadata may include notes or commentary that the enterprise doesn’t want to
leave the organization. Even speaker notes in a PowerPoint may give too much away.
A third, and often overlooked, security requirement is the integrity of the cloud provider. This
forces questions about what steps the cloud provider takes to mitigate against their own security
risks, centered around hackability and conﬁdentiality of user data in their cloud. In fact, since cloud
potentially gives providers an opportunity to analyze user data for an extended time, our thinking has
to extend to general privacy and a ban on data mining.
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Giving control back to the organization
With the right collaboration solution that includes the necessary secure sharing infrastructure that
suits the needs of the organization, policy forms the framework that forces or guides decisions and
achieves outcomes that match the data security procedures that govern your business.

The right policy framework applied to the sharing and handling of documents, reviews, and comments that
form the collaboration process can eliminate the tension between the flexibility the user wants with the security
needs of the organization.

Policy framework mitigates against the commercial or legal risk posed by inadvertently sharing
confidential or sensitive documents, or comments inside them, by automatically applying compliance
rules defined by IT administration or functional leads. However, many organizations still do not have a
policy in place, including organizations with highly sensitive information, like law firms. A recent ILTA/
InsideLegal Technology Purchasing Survey showed that only 35% of law firms have a formal tablet
security policy in place, despite the fact that 74% of surveyed firms admitted that they permit external
purchasing of laptops, tablets, and phones.viii An organization’s policy needs to be ready for the
consumerization of IT both inside and outside the enterprise:
•		Content awareness:
In general, policy enforcement should work on all collaborations and apply to all files and folders
in the collaborative ecosystem – it is important to ensure that the types of files your collaborators
are working on are supported and understood. For this to work, a key requirement is content
awareness, including content of the document and hidden content – metadata such as details on
the file authors, file creation and modification dates, document revision history, and comments.
•		Flexibility:
While policies must have default settings that can take away responsibility from the user to
determine what can and cannot be accessed and what is actually sent or shared, administrators
may want be able to allow overrides so that users acknowledge that they have decided to allow a
certain behavior. This enables maximum flexibility but avoids inadvertent security problems.
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•		Metadata removal:
Administrators and users should be able to create customizable profiles for metadata cleaning,
PDF conversion, and URL replacement. This allows removal of potentially privacy-compromising
metadata from files before they are shared with others.
•		Large-file transfer:
Administrators can set policy ensuring any email attachment destined for outside the organization of
a pre-defined size or matching a pre-defined set of attributes will be sent as a link. This helps marry
the email policy with an extension that handles files too large or too sensitive to be sent via email,
but still enables the sending within the overall security policy framework.

• Expiration of old links:
Policy should be able to specify an expiration date for the file, after which the recipient will no longer
be able to access the file.
• Permissions:
Password-protected file and link sharing with permissions- and policy-based access per folder means
authors of a document can decide, when sending on for collaboration, exactly who can have access,
and to choose whether collaborators can forward, download, comment on, or access files after a
specified date. Ideally, this would force recipients to have a user account (that can be audited and
tracked) to access the file.

Device and application management: MDM and MAM
If enterprises are to embrace business use of employees’ personal mobile devices, they are almost
certainly looking at some kind of Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution for provisioning
mobile devices. MDM, and associated categories of product like Mobile Application Management
(MAM), provide a useful framework for provisioning and managing apps and the content they keep
on devices. Having said all that, however, the file sharing and sync and collaboration solution must
be tied to a centrally managed policy and identity management system to protect the content itself.
MDM/MAM integration lets users securely share and manage files from their mobile devices while
separating business and personal apps (and hence data) and gives IT the controls it needs over that
content. Authentication and authorization to allow or block app usage globally or at the individual user
level is often combined with automatic decommission and remote wipe of the device’s stored data if a
device is lost or stolen.
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As well as insisting on core authentication and tamper-proofing to access data on devices through the
mobile app, the mobile app itself must be compatible with the MDM/MAM solution you are deploying
or considering.

Trusting your cloud provider
Unlikely as it may be, you require reassurance that your provider is not mining, analyzing, or even
selling your data for commercial exploitation.ix It’s more likely that cybercrime is targeting their
data centers. Malicious mining can be a potential threat to cloud security considering the fact that
entire data collections belonging to a particular user are stored in a single cloud provider. As mining
algorithms require a reasonable amount of data, the single provider architecture suits the purpose of
the attackers and provides an obvious target. Cloud providers must be able to prove they are taking
all possible steps to protect your data.
More innocent, but just as important, is the need to clearly understand the ownership and privacy
policy of your data inside your provider’s cloud. You need to understand, be comfortable with, and, for
compliance, prove that the data you are storing on behalf of your staff and customers is protected by
the same privacy policy and national- and industry-specific compliance regulations you require of your
own internal data center infrastructure.

Preventing security breaches
Encryption, authentication, and physical security are important to protect the organization against
potential security breeches. Security breaches can happen to data when it is in flight and at rest, so it
is necessary to ensure that your cloud provider can provision for both.
Data in flight must be protected in terms of how it is sent (using encryption) as well as how it is
accessed (using authentication).
•		Authenticated sending:
All transactions must be authenticated against user accounts, executed from within the context
of a personal, authenticated user account with administration controls for access revocation and
permissions adjustments. Look for flexible permission settings to choose whether members can
forward, download, comment on, or access files after a specified date.
•		Collaboration-specific controls:
Given that the organization must support multiple parties working on the same digital assets,
making comments and recommendations on the content, consider security-related issues involved
in the commenting or review process itself. One additional layer of security may require specific
actions on the documents before they are sent. For example, to avoid the risk of clients seeing
sensitive or proprietary comments made during review, transfer (effected by policy to make it
transparent to reviewers) may require metadata removal or conversion into PDFs.
•		Encryption and beyond:
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) should be employed to encrypt personal information and digital
content with RC4-128 (SSL) technology when the files are in transit. In the cloud infrastructure itself,
the core network must segregate traffic to prevent eavesdropping, be hardened against spoofing
attacks, and employ packet filtering and policy routing. Access to the network infrastructure should
be limited to qualified, certified facility managers and network engineers.
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Data at rest must be secured at least to the same high standards you apply to your internal
infrastructure, or ideally exceeding those standards.
• Cloud data center store:
Consider the infrastructure of the cloud data centers when evaluating cloud storage. Data center
architecture is important here, and certification and compliance standards exist or are emerging
that you should look for. For example, ASHRAY, ISO 27001 Information Security Management
System (ISMS) and/or SAS70 Type II audited/certified. North American organizations may require
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS). Organizations in healthcare in the US must
confirm compliance with HIPPA’s Security and Privacy Rules. Physical security is also important.
Data center buildings must be protected with multiple layers of physical security: a perimeter fence,
a security gate and entrance, an alarm system, mantraps, biometric access, CCTV, trained security
staff on site 24x7, and an external security firm to patrol the area both inside and outside. Data
center continuity and disaster recovery should exceed your own standards. Insist that providers
enable redundant capacity (at least N+1) in a business-critical infrastructure that offers you the
flexibility to scale as required without losing overall efficiency or disrupting the infrastructure’s
availability.
• Endpoint data store:
Throughout the collaboration process, files will inevitably be “held” on mobile devices, some of
which won’t be natively tied to enterprise authentication. Look to a solution that connects transfers
and sharing to authentication, ideally tied all the way back to your DMS/ECM, and enables a
caching data store concept that is password or passcode protected on devices. Look for on-device
encryption as well as encryption in flight. And with only 14% of mobile devices currently having
hardware encryption, according to a recent Information Week x report, this requirement should be
an important one for in a file sharing solution. In addition, look for on-device features that range from
tamper-proofing to remote data wipe, again as part of your file sharing and sync solution (which
may assume compatibility with MDM/MAM systems being deployed or considered).
• Encryption and beyond:
Wherever they are held, files and even comments in the data at rest must be encrypted to at least
256 AES. But again, look for more. For example, one of the strongest mechanisms stores all files
in a proprietary, binary-fragmented format rather than the original format. This means that files
are unintelligible except to users and guests who have gained authenticated access through the
collaboration application.
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4. Conclusion
This white paper has explored the cause of security issues related to document collaboration and has
outlined how consumer-grade sharing and cloud storage systems have entered the workplace to fill
in the gaps perceived in our corporate systems. We’ve seen how BYOD and mobility conspire. If IT
is to get back into the driver’s seat, the collaboration ecosystem they implement on the users’ behalf
has to satisfy a real set of requirements from users who want and expect frictionless, full-featured
collaborative ecosystems. We’ve outlined the security requirements we need to expect from the cloud
storage and collaboration vendor we partner with to put this in place.
But perhaps most importantly, we’ve seen how policy is critical to implementing a successful,
enterprise-strength, cloud collaboration ecosystem. Governing how documents are shared, worked
on, and stored; securing the workflows and storage locations around collaboration in the modern
workplace; policy; and the procedures and protocols it represents are the glue that holds together the
functionality required by your business users and the security required by your business.
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5. About Workshare
Workshare is a leading provider of secure enterprise file sharing and collaboration applications.
Workshare allows individuals to easily create, share and manage high-value content anywhere, on
any device. Workshare enhances the efficiency of the collaborative process by enabling content
owners to accurately track and compare changes from contributors simultaneously. Workshare also
reduces the commercial risk posed by inadvertently sharing confidential or sensitive documents. More
than 1.8 million professionals in 70 counties use Workshare’s award-winning desktop, mobile, tablet,
and web applications. For more information visit www.workshare.com or follow Workshare on twitter
at www.twitter.com/workshare

About Workshare Point
Workshare Point enhances Microsoft SharePoint 2010 as a Document Management System by
providing a “document centric” front end that provides integration to both Microsoft Outlook and
Office for better Microsoft SharePoint access and content management. Workshare Point integrates
Microsoft SharePoint and Outlook, you can access SharePoint document libraries from the Outlook
Navigation pane. A Reading Pane view in Outlook lets you perform tasks on documents within
SharePoint. You can also easily drag-and-drop files from SharePoint into Outlook email either as links
or attachments.

About Workshare Protect
With Workshare Protect, you can remove hidden information (metadata) to protect against financial
risk, a competitive disadvantage, or in an embarrassing situation with costly consequences.
Customizable with more than 25 document security options with unique settings for different types of
recipients, Workshare Protect removes hidden information to reduce the risk of inadvertent exposure
of confidential information with automated alerts and one-click removal of hidden information such as
tracked changes, speaker notes, the author’s name, and document editing time from Microsoft Office
documents and PDF files.

About Workshare Applications
Workshare empowers users with a document-centric collaboration experience, enabling them to
review, make content-specific comments, and update documents based on user-defined permissions.
This is managed with presence indicators, real-time alerts, and activity feeds. Workshare offers a
range of integrations that enable customers to embed the power of Workshare collaboration and file
sharing into existing enterprise content management and productivity applications such as Microsoft
SharePoint and Microsoft Office (Excel, Word, and PowerPoint).documents and PDF files.
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